Abstract-Localization by wireless sensor network is an important application of IoT technology. Beacon node placement, node-to-node measurement, and target node positioning are the three key steps for a beacon-based localization process. However, compared with the other two steps, beacon node placement still lacks of a comprehensive, systematic study in research literatures. To fill this gap, we address Beacon Node Placement (BNP) problem that deploys beacon nodes for minimal localization error in this paper. BNP is difficult in that the localization error is determined by complicated combination of factors, including different environments, different localization algorithms applied, and different types of beacon nodes used. We propose a general formulation for the problem as well as an approximate function to reduce the time cost in localization error calculation. By approximation, a sub-optimal distribution of beacon nodes could be found within acceptable time cost. In experiment, we test our method and compare it with other node placement methods under various settings and environments. The experimental results show the feasibility and effectiveness of our method in practice.
I. INTRODUCTION
Localization by wireless sensor network is an important application of IoT technology and it is also a critical enabler for today's context-aware applications. Researchers have devised various approaches to improve the localization accuracy, adopting more accurate signal measurement, using advanced techniques to alleviate measurement error, inventing new models to position target node, etc. For such approaches, beacon node placement is the prerequisite to performing localization. The localization error would differ with different distribution of beacon nodes. By careful placement of beacon nodes, localization accuracy is expected to be improved significantly.
Despite its practical importance for improving localization accuracy, beacon node placement has not been thoroughly studied yet in research. Only some of the existing works on node placement have considered the problem in limited aspects. For example, the boundary effect on beacon node placement was discussed in [2] ; random, max and grid placement were compared in [4] ; optimal placement in camera network was studied in [7] . There still lacks a systematical study on beacon node placement for minimal localization error.
In our experience of beacon node placement, we have found that the challenges lie in environmental context. The localization error is determined by complicated combination of factors. Modification on a single factor would vary localization error greatly. As a consequence, we usually cannot fully understand the cause and the effect of factor change on localization error. It makes establishing direct relationship from beacon node placement to localization error a challenge.
In this paper, we try to find the optimal beacon node placement that has the minimal localization error with any given environmental context with an acceptable cost. In summary, we make the following contributions:
• We model the Beacon Node Placement (BNP) problem, and prove it is NP-hard.
• We propose an approximate approach for localization error estimation that is orthogonal to environmental context, independent of measurement, localization algorithm, etc.
• We propose a BNP algorithm with bounded execution time complexity and localization error.
• We verify the performance of the proposed BNP algorithm through experiments, comparing it with other node placement methods under various settings. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II formulates the general Beacon Node Placement problem, showing its NP-hardness and proposes several approximate techniques. Section III presents the proposed Beacon Node Placement algorithm based on the approximate function. Section IV evaluates our placement method and compares it with other methods under various settings. Section V is the related work. Section VI summarizes our work.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION A. A General Formulation
The localization error is determined by complicated combination of factors. Here, we use an abstract function to represent the calculation on localization error.
where the localization error e is determined by the input map M , the localization algorithm A, and the given beacon nodes B including their properties I(B) and placement locations l(B). In this paper, we focus on the relationship between the localization error e and beacon nodes placement l(B) in f (.), to find a distribution of beacon nodes with the minimal localization error. We formally define our target as follow. Proof: (Sketch.) We give an instance of BNP as follows. Let M be a random, bounded area, and A be the trilateration algorithm. Assume that the set B of beacon nodes adopts the distance measurement model, the unit disk coverage model, and the non-sleep energy model. Then, M can be considered as an infinite set IS of location points. Under the specified A and I(B), the localization error of every location point in IS can be computed independently to determine the localization error e.
The above instance can be reduced to the set cover problem [12] . The decision version of set cover problem is NPcomplete, and the optimization version of set cover problem is NP-hard [13] . In the decision version of set cover problem, every element in the universe should be checked if it is covered by selected subsets. By direct reduction of the error computing function of the above BNP instance to this function of checking coverage for every (sampled) location point in IS, we can prove that BNP is NP-hard.
B. Basic Idea for Approximation
In this work we try to employ a universal approximate approach that can deal with any map M , any localization algorithm A, and any given I(B) about beacon nodes. The main idea of our approach is to synthesize a function f (.) instead of f (.) to approximate the calculation of localization error e, so as to find an appropriate solution within acceptable time cost for BNP.
We define the approximate error e = |e − e | = |f
To further analyze the approximation error, we introduce f and L f to depict f (.).
f is used to describe the difference between f (.) and f (.). We have
where |x| denotes a representative value of input. L f is the Lipschitz constant to describe the smoothness of f (.) between any two different inputs x and x , and we have
where |x − x | represents the difference between x and x . Here, we use an abstract representation of |x| and |x − x | since their values may be influenced by many hidden factors that are hard to infer in an universal approach. To describe the impact of different factors, we introduce weight vector
The function f (.) could be composed by a sequence of approximate techniques. We use < f 1 (x), f 2 (x), ..., f n (x) > to denote these techniques, and let e i denote the error change when applying
We have
Combine Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), we get
We can see in Eq. (6), the approximate error e is bounded by the sum of impacts of each approximate technique and each input factor. For the two powers f i and L f i , if either of them have a large value, the impact of input factors would be amplified and thus e would become large. The design of approximation should be carefully made to keep the approximate function f (.) being smooth and close to f (.).
C. Techniques on Approximation
We propose several techniques on approximating f (.), to reduce the execution time cost for BNP.
1) Sampling:
Instead of calculating the error on every location point in M , an efficient way is to sample useful location points in M to approximate the localization error e. We apply uniform sampling on M , treating every location point as equally important. The approximate function f (.) with the sampling technique applied would have a reduced calculation time. As in Fig. 1 combinations for beacon node placement; for each combination, the worker measures the signal at these 19 points.
2) Memorization: We can memorize the calculation results of a selected area to infer the results of other areas. More specifically, when calculating the localization error with a given distribution of beacon nodes, we can look up the memorized results for the same or similar beacon node distribution as an approximation. As in Fig. 1(c) , 3 beacon nodes are located at point p 1 , p 2 , and p 3 . If the memorized results of the hexagon (with dashed line) have 3 beacon nodes with their distribution
where T mem is a predefined threshold distance, the error of distribution p 1 , p 2 and p 3 can be approximated by the result on the distribution of p i , p j and p k .
3) Skipping: A bad distribution of beacon nodes would not be a good approximation of f (.), and can be ignored in error calculation. In practice, a specific distribution of beacon nodes, if all its similar distributions have unbefitting error, we believe that this distribution could be skipped without calculation. We can set a distance threshold value T skp for Skipping. We have T skp > T mem since the result for reuse should be more accurate than the result for inferring its bad or good. As in Fig. 1(b 
and the distribution of p i , p j , and p k is considered as unaccepted, we choose to skip the error calculation on the distribution of p 1 , p 2 , and p 3 .
4) Interpolation:
The function f (.) could be involved with complex error calculation. Either f (.) has a non-linear, complex form which may take a lot of time on calculation, or it cannot be directly derived in theory which needs a numerical simulation approach. To deal with the case, we use polynomials to approximate f (.) based on its form or its numerical simulation results. For example, e x can be approximated by its
is a defined limited error on approximation.
III. THE PROPOSED BNP ALGORITHM

A. Discussions
To apply the approximate techniques discussed in Section II-C to the design of a BNP algorithm, we need to consider the following three issues first.
1) Strategy on Error-Time Trade-off: As discussed in Section II-C2, the distributed pattern of beacon nodes in a selected area can be memorized to infer beacon node placement in other areas. Meanwhile, when applying memorization, a trade-off in area size inevitably comes to us: either to explore a larger area for memorization to provide more accurate approximation of f (.), or a smaller area to reduce the calculation time of f (.). We should select an area of proper size to balance between localization error and calculation time.
To select a proper sized area, we first try to figure out the relationship between localization error and distribution of beacon nodes by random assignment. When three beacon nodes are randomly assigned with location p i , p j and p k , we set an offset distance p, and randomly move the beacon nodes to location p i , p j and p k having
Then, for these two beacon node distributions, we calculate their difference value, e, on error. By sampling a group of such beacon node distributions, we have {( p q , e q )|q = 1, 2, ..., n}. We use polynomial fitting to approximate the relationship between p and e, formally as p = g( e). Based on g(.), we can determine the size of selected area for memorization. We can take the acceptable calculation time T acc and acceptable localization error E acc as the userspecified input. Within the limit of T acc , the approximate function f (.) has |f (.) − f (.)| ≤ E acc . In process, we can use the sampling density d s and the beacon node density d b to estimate the area size S by max(S), s.t. C
S·d b
S·ds ·t ≤ T acc , that is, to select an area of proper size by considering both T acc and E acc with respect to the execution time of f (.).
In addition, we use α · C
S·ds · t ≤ E acc with an approximate ratio 0 < α < 1 in practical calculation, since techniques on approximation are applied and some execution of f (.) are skipped (Section II-C3). We omit the detail about α due to that it is not a primary concern in our paper.
2) Strategy on Characterization of Localization Environment:
We apply a modeling approach based on measurement results. First, we gather the strength (or sometimes the direction) of signal points scattered over an area or a straight line from a beacon node as a collection Coll, and apply Interpolation (Section II-C4) to fit the expression h(.) of signal strength (or direction) related to a beacon node. Then, when modeling the whole map, for every point, we search in the collection Coll for similar ones, and generate signal by the expected value of these similar ones; otherwise, if no similar point found, we generate signal by the fitting expression h(.).
3) Strategy on The Boundary of Map:
In practical deployment, the input map M should be considered with boundary. When boundary exists, there are two cases to be addressed in BNP. One is that beacon nodes are allowed to be placed out of the boundary. Therefore, BNP can be regarded as working on the unbounded area, and we only need to place beacon nodes to cover M . The other is that beacon nodes cannot be placed out of the boundary. In this case, we search in the memorized results for the beacon node distribution with two criteria: all beacon nodes are located inside the boundary; the localization error should be minimized on this occasion. Otherwise, if no such distribution is found, we search for the best memorized result with minimal localization error, and move each outer beacon node of this result inside following the shortest distance.
B. The Beacon Node Placement Algorithm
Combine all the discussions above, we can synthesize the approximate function f (.) and find a sub-optimal beacon node placement by Algorithm 1. The main idea behind it is to divide-and-conquer the calculation of f (.) on M , by which we can lower down the calculation time to a user-specified T acc ; place beacon nodes to locations l(B) with the localization error kept at most E acc (or γ E acc addressed later).
The synthesization process looks up for the best distribution in a selected area, and apply it as a pattern to the rest map. A hypothesis behind it is that the error distribution of the selected area is the same as that of the other areas in the map. Thus, we define an ideal case: the error distribution in each circle (or regular hexagon) is the same (namely the function g(.) can be applied globally); beacon nodes can be placed out of the boundary. Let e opt be the minimal error that can be achieved in the selected area. We have theorem 2 on time complexity and localization error for the synthesization process. S·ds · t ≤ T acc . And also, the best distribution found in the selected area can be directly applied to other areas. Therefore, the synthesization process has time complexity O(T acc ).
Let P opt be the best distribution of beacon nodes found, having the minimal localization error e opt . With the sampling interval set to P acc ( P acc = g( E acc )), we can find a distribution P with localization error e, having |P − P opt | ≤ In practical environment, it is complicate to determine γ in Theorem 2 since the value of γ depends on the given map, localization algorithm, and the information about beacon nodes. As discussed in Section II-B, the frequently-used localization algorithms are less likely to be unstable in smoothness, otherwise they would not be used in practical. Thus, we can assume that drastic variations on error distribution are improbable to happen, and γ usually has a small value.
IV. EVALUATION
A. Experiment Setting
All the placement methods and localization algorithms were implemented with VC++. All the calculation were running on a Windows 7 machine with 2.3GHZ Intel Core i7 CPU and 8GB RAM.
• Measurement and Localization Algorithm: In our experiment, we consider WiFi measurement and select EZPerfect [5] [17] which is a model-based algorithm for localization.
• Beacon Node Placement Methods: For comparison, we implement four other placement methods, including a random placement, a uniform placement, and two deterministic ones, RKC [11] and CERACC [1] , as in Fig. 2 .
• Localization Error: We use the following four error representations as the metric to evaluate the quality of beacon node placement method: Arithmetic mean error (ari.), Geometric mean error (geo.), Median error (med.) and Proportion of abnormal errors (abn.).
• Experimental Environment: We conduct the experiments in the indoor environment as shown in Fig. 3 , with area size S = 2910m 2 . In experiments, we use a total of 20 mobile phones as beacon nodes to create WiFi hotspots.In the experiments, we control an AmigoBot with a mobile phone walking around the floor, gathering signals at location points.
B. Experiment Results
1) The Impact of Selected Area Size and Sampling Interval on Execution time:
In the experiments, we vary the size of selected area from S to 1 25 S, and sampling interval from 1m to 5m, timing the execution of our placement method on localization algorithm EZPerfect. The results of execution time are shown in Table II . As can be seen from the results, by applying the approximate techniques, we can largely reduce the execution time on finding beacon node distribution for placement, i.e., the execution time of our placement method with selected area size 48 compared to the case of (S, 1m). This experimental result shows the effectiveness of the approximate techniques applied.
2
) The Impact of Selected Area Size and Sampling Interval on Localization Error:
In the experiment, we target finding the beacon node distribution with minimal arithmetic mean error. The results are shown in Table III . We can see, 1) the localization error increases as the selected area size changes from 1 9 S to 1 25 S; 2) the localization error increases as the sampling interval changes from 2m to 5m. The reason of error increase is that the search space for beacon node placement is pruned when increasing the sampling interval, or decreasing the selected area size. As discussed in Section III-A, we can take user-specified acceptable calculation time T acc and localization error E acc as input to select a proper sampling interval and area. I.e., specifying T acc = 1632.23s, and e opt + E acc ≤ 2.85, we can select an area with size being 1 3 S and interval being 2m for sampling.
3) Comparison with Other Placement Methods:
The corresponding localization errors of all tested methods on EZPerfect are shown in Table IV . We can see, 1) Random has the largest localization error; 2) the localization error CERACC is less than Random; 3) RKC and Uniform have roughly equal error, better than CERACC; 4) compared with the results of our placement method in Table III 
V. RELATED WORK
Beacon node placement has been previously studied for coverage and distribution in research literatures. In coverage problem, there requires using minimal number of beacon nodes to achieving k-coverage in a given area. As it is proved to be NP-hard [9] , some approximate [1] and random [11] placement methods are proposed to k-cover bounded or unbounded area. As for distribution, a typical work is to locate a target node by Trilateration or Multilateration when beacon nodes are in GDoP optimal distribution [26] . Also, beacon nodes are deployed by random, max and grid placement [4] for localization.
Localization algorithms also have inexplicit requirement for the coverage and distribution of beacon nodes. A considerable part of localization algorithms such as Fingerprinting-based [3] [18] [25] and Proximity-based [8] [10] require that beacon nodes be placed to at least achieve 1-coverage in the interest area, and prefer evenly scattered node placement . Some other algorithms such as Trilateration-based [19] [21] require 3 or more coverage for solvability, and consider the distribution of beacon nodes with minimal GDoP integral value. Also, there exists algorithms such as MDS [23] [24], SDP [6] and Hopbased [14] [16] [20] that can work with few or even no beacon node (0-coverage), and the optimal beacon node distribution of these algorithms mainly depend on localization environment.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we study Beacon Node Placement (BNP) problem that beacon nodes should be deployed to minimize the localization error. We prove that BNP is NP-hard. We propose to synthesize a function f (.) instead of f (.) to approximate the calculation of localization error. The main idea behind the synthesization process is to divide-and-conquer the calculation of f (.). We prove that the synthesization process execute with bounded time complexity and generates the distribution of beacon nodes with bounded localization error. In experiment, we test beacon node placement according to the generated distribution, and compare with other placement methods under various settings. The experimental results show the feasibility and effectiveness of our placement method.
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